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THE SECOND STAGE OF STRESSED-DEFORMED CONDITION
OF REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES
WHEN TURNING WITH BENDING (CASE 2)
Vladimir I. Kolchunov, Aleksey I. Demyanov, Nikolay V. Naumov
South-Western State University, Kursk, RUSSIA

Abstract. It is proposed a complex resistance computational model of reinforced concrete constructions in buildings and structures under the action torsion with bending. It consists of from the block near the support (formed
by a spatial crack and a compressed concrete zone closed by it – a spatial section k) and a second block, which is
formed by a vertical cross section I–I passing perpendicularly to the longitudinal axis of the reinforced concrete
element along the edge of the compressed zone, which closes the spatial spiral-shaped crack. The case when the
greatest influence on the stress-strain state of structures has the effect of torque is considered (case 2). In this
case, as the calculated forces are taken into account in the spatial section: normal and tangential forces in the
concrete of the compressed zone; components of axial and “dowel” efforts in the working reinforcement, intersected by a spiral spatial crack. The resolving equations are constructed that form a closed system and the Lagrange function is unified. Using the partial derivatives of the constructed function with respect to all the variables entering into it and equating them to zero, an additional system of equations is constructed. The dependence
is obtained after the corresponding algebraic transformations, that allows us to search for the projection of a dangerous spatial crack.
Keywords: calculation methodics, torsion, stress-strain state, reinforced concrete constructions,
spatial crack, Lagrange function

ВТОРАЯ СТАДИЯ НАПРЯЖЕННО-ДЕФОРМИРОВАННОГО
СОСТОЯНИЯ ЖЕЛЕЗОБЕТОННЫХ КОНСТРУКЦИЙ
ПРИ КРУЧЕНИИ С ИЗГИБОМ (СЛУЧАЙ 2)
Вл.И. Колчунов, А.И. Демьянов, Н.В. Наумов

Юго-Западный Государственный Университет, г. Курск, РОССИЯ
Аннотация. Предложена расчетная модель сложного сопротивления железобетонных конструкций в
зданиях и сооружениях при кручении с изгибом, состоящая из приопорного блока (образованного пространственной трещиной и замыкаемой на нее сжатой зоной бетона, – пространственное сечение k) и
второго блока, образуемого вертикальным сечением I–I, проходящим перпендикулярно к продольной оси
железобетонного элемента по краю сжатой зоны, замыкающей пространственную спиралеобразную трещину. Рассмотрен случай когда наибольшее влияние на напряженно-деформирванное состояние конструкций оказывает действие крутящего момента (случай 2). При этом в качестве расчетных усилий в
пространственном сечении учитываются: нормальные и касательные усилия в бетоне сжатой зоны; составляющие осевых и нагельных усилий в рабочей арматуре, пересекаемой спиралеобразной пространственной трещиной. Составлены разрешающие уравнения, образующие замкнутую систему и записана
функция Лагранжа их объединяющая. Используя частные производные построенной функции по всем
входящим в нее переменным и приравнивая их нулю, составлена дополнительная система уравнений, из
которой после соответствующих алгебраические преобразований, получена зависимость, позволяющая
отыскивать проекцию опасной пространственной трещины.
Ключевые слова: методика расчета, кручение, напряженно–деформированное состояние, железобетонные конструкции, пространственная трещина, функция Лагранжа
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1. INTRODUCTION
Building computational models of complex resistance - torsion with a bend is becoming increasingly relevant [1, 2], firstly, because there
are relatively few such studies [3–9], and secondly, because the urgent need to take into account the spatial work of the majority of original reinforced concrete structures and buildingss
that significantly change the architectural appearance of modern cities [10–12]; thirdly, it
becomes a generally accepted postulate that
there is nothing more practical than a good theory for calculation of reinforced concrete structures [13–23].
That is why the purpose of these studies is to
develop a computational model of the resistance
of reinforced concrete structures under the action of torsion with bending for a cross section
of any shape that most fully reflect the features
of their actual work [2, 12, 17].
For the calculated forces, the resolving equilibrium and strain equations are compiled. The
projection of a dangerous spatial crack is determined as a function of many variables using
Lagrange multipliers [13, 15].
2. METHOD
While solving a direct engineering problem with
external forces, their ratio is always given (Q:
M: T). Thus, having determined one of them,
for example, the support reaction Rsup, the other
effects, for example, M and T, can be easily
found.
From the balance conditions in cross-section I-I
and in the spatial cross-section can be sought
the following design parameters (Figures 1, 2):
the limiting support reaction Rsup; height of
compressed zone x in section I-I; stresses in the
longitudinal reinforcement σs at the place of its
intersection with a spatial crack; the height of
the compressed zone of concrete xb in a vertical
plane passing through the end of the front of a
spatial crack; running force in the transverse
reinforcement located at the lateral faces of the
Volume 15, Issue 4, 2019

spatial section qsw,Q, caused by the transverse
force; running force in the transverse reinforcement located at the lateral faces of the spatial
section qsw,T, caused by the torque; running
force in the transverse reinforcement located at
the lower edge of the spatial section qsw,σ,
caused by the torque.
Figure 1 shows: a) a support block (formed by a
spatial section k) and a block formed by a vertical section I–I, passing perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the reinforced concrete element
at the edge of the compressed zone closing the
spatial spiral-shaped crack; b) - vertical section I
– I (III – III), passing perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the reinforced concrete element,
stress plots in compressed concrete and tensioned reinforcement, as well as the distribution
of torques in this section. Figure 2 shows spatial
section k with projections of all the efforts that
occur at the site of the section.
The shear stress  Q and the shear stress of torsion in compressed concrete  Т are determined
by projecting the σі – εі diagram onto the  – 
plane (taking into account the distribution in
proportion to the Q:T ratio) and onto the I–I
plane and projecting the components of the
stresses of the k plane onto the plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the reinforced
concrete element.
To make the calculation equations, we will separate two blocks from the reinforced concrete
element using the section method (Figures 1, 2).
The first block is separated by a cross section II, passing at the end of a spatial crack. This
block is in equilibrium under the influence of
external forces.
The second scheme (the first block - section 1–
1) is realized with the resistance of reinforced
concrete elements subject to the joint action of
torques and transverse forces.
To make the calculation equations, we will separate two blocks from the reinforced concrete
element using the section method (Figures 1, 2).
The first block is separated by a cross section I–
I, passing at the end of a spatial crack. This
block is in equilibrium under the action of ex67
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ternal forces from the support and internal forces arising at the section.
The proposed calculation model is based on the
following prerequisites:
 the spatial crack on the lower face of the
reinforced
concrete
element
forms
perpendicular to the direction of the main
deformations of the elongation of the
concrete, and the location of the end of the
front of the spatial crack at the compressed
edge of the reinforced concrete element
coincides with the direction of the main
deformations of the concrete shortening –
thus, the spatial crack has a spiral shape
with three possible layouts of the
compressed zone – Figure 2;
 the calculation scheme is taken as a design
consisting of a support block (formed by a
spatial crack and a vertical section passing
through the end of the front of this crack in
compressed concrete) and a second block
formed by a vertical section perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis of the reinforced
concrete element along the edge of the
spatial crack – Figures 1, 2;
 in the spatial section for making the calculation equations following forces are taken
into account: normal and tangential forces
in the concrete of the compressed zone;
components of axial forces in the
reinforcement located at the face opposite
to that in which the compressed zone is
located; components of axial forces in the
transverse reinforcement located at the side
faces of the reinforced concrete element;
 for medium fiber deformations of
compressed
concrete
and
tensiled
reinforcement in section I-I, is fair
hypothesis of their proportionality to the
heights of the compressed and stretched
section zones;
 the relationship between the strain intensity
εі and the stress intensity σі of concrete is
taken in the form of a diagram shown in
Figures 3 a, b (for practical calculations, the
curvilinear diagram of compressive stresses
is replaced by a rectangular diagram above
68

a spatial crack in cross-section k - see Fig. 3
c, d, and in cross-section I-I in site хb rectangular, in site х-хb - triangular).
The curved section of the «i–i» diagram (Figure 3 a) is described by a square parabola:

i 

Rb  Eb   br
2
 br

  i2  Eb i ,

(1)

and straightforward as a linear function:

 i  Rb 

Rb (1   )
 (   ) .
 bu   br i br

(2)

The parameters Rcrc,0 and Rcrc,v can be calculated
by the formulas given in the reference book [19].
Then сrc,0, crc,v. can be determined from the
diagrams (Figure 3a). For example,

 crc,v 

2
4
Eb   br
Eb2   br

 Rcrc ,v .
Eb   br  Rb
( Eb   br  Rb ) 2
(3)

The value of () at point H corresponds to its
value at the point (at these points the stresses in
concrete are the same):

     0, 2 

 



0,3      crc,0

 crc,v   crc,0

,

2
4
Eb   br
Eb2   br

.
Eb   br  Rb
( Eb   br  Rb ) 2

(4)
(5)

The formation of cracks in concrete and its destruction is described by various theories of
strength, since the cause of cracking is always
the main deformation of the separation, and the
cause of the destruction can also be shear deformation at the octahedral sites. For the accepted version of the deformation theory of concrete
ductility [2], we will give preference to deformation criteria of strength, because for concrete
located in structural elements, experimental verification of only deformations is possible. The
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requirements are also presented for the possibility of a direct transition of the stress – strain dependences to the strength condition.
The equations above contain the parameters Rq,
q,R, q,u, Rb,z, b,z, whose values are determined
by projecting the diagram «i–I» on the corresponding planes, for example, «q–q». Projection is carried out using the obtained formulas
and formulas of mechanics of a solid deformable body for continuous sections of concrete [2].
When preparing equilibrium equations, it is also
necessary to take into account the angle  associated with the projection of a dangerous spatial crack c and the angle  that determines the
direction of the main deformations of concrete
shortening in the vertical section k.
To make the calculation equations, we will separate two blocks from the reinforced concrete element using the section method (Fig. 1, 2). The
first block is separated by a cross section I-I,
passing at the end of a spatial crack. This block
is in equilibrium under the action of external
forces applied to the block from the support side
and internal forces arising at the section.
From the equation of equilibrium of moments of
internal and external forces in section I-I with
respect to the y axis, with respect to a point О1
passing through the point of application of the
resultant force in the tensiled reinforcement
(∑MO,I=0):
σb, x,I  b, I Ab,I [b   y  x ]  ver,s,I  h

ver,s,I  h  Rsc,I,rig rig  Asc,rig 

  0,5h  as  s,s,I  h   Rs,I,up   up  As,up 

  0,5h  as  s,s,I  h   Rsc,I,up  up  Asc,up 
  0,5h  as  s,s,I  h   Rs,I,d   d  As,d

  0,5h  as s,s,I  h   Rsc,I,d  d  Asc,d 
 K M K pr ,M  Rsup  Rsup am,S  0 .

(6)

Here K M – is a numerical coefficient that takes
into account the static loading scheme from the
position of additional bending moments along
Volume 15, Issue 4, 2019

the length of the bar; K pr,M – coefficient, ratio
(it is known, is set) between Rsup and M ; am,S
– the horizontal distance from the support in the
direction of the y axis to the center of gravity of
the working longitudinal reinforcement in section I-I (point О1 ); Rsup – the support reaction in
the first block (Figure 1).
The unknown is found from this equation σb, x,I .
From the equilibrium equation of the projections of all the forces acting in section I–I on the
x axis, the height of the concrete compressed
zone x in this section is determined (∑X=0):
σb, x,I  b, I Ab,I [b   y  x ]  Rs,I,up  up  As,up

 Rsc,I,up  up  Asc,up  s,I,d   d  As ,d
 Rsc,I,d  d  Asc,d  0 ,

(7)

From the equilibrium equation of the projections of internal and external forces acting in the
section I-I on the 0Z axis (  Z  0 ) (the loading forces in the working reinforcement in the
middle section are zero), we obtain:

 pl ,x  x  h0   Q,t pl ,x  R,Q  h0  b  x   KM  Rsup  0 (8)
Here  pl , x is the shear stress determined in the
second stage of stress-strain state.
From it is determined

 Q,t 

K M  Rsup   pl , x  x   b  x 

 pl , x  R,Q  h0   b  x 

(9)

In this case, the transverse force perceived by
the concrete of the compressed zone will be
equal to:
Q I,b   pl , x  x  h0 ,

(10),

Еhe transverse force perceived by the concrete
of the stretched zone will be equal to:
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a)

b)

Figure 1. The calculation scheme of the resistance of the reinforced concrete structure under the
combined action of bending moment, torque and shear force (case 2):
– compressed zone
of spatial section;
– compressed section zone I–I (III – III).
70
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Figure 2. The calculation scheme of the spatial section k:
– compressed zone of spatial section.

QI ,t   Q,t pl , x  R,Q  h0   b  x  ,

(11)

As unknown, the system of differential equations is set  Q ,t .
On the other hand:
QI ,t  Q  QI ,b .

(12)

The last equation can be used to determine a
parameter  R ,Q that takes into account the
presence of adjacent spatial cracks in the stressstrain state of the extended zone of the middle
Volume 15, Issue 4, 2019

section I – I:

 R ,Q 

Q  QI ,b

 Q,t pl , x  h0   b  x 

.

(13)

The compilation of the following equations requires some explanation. The upper, lower and
lateral longitudinal reinforcement (in the presence of multi-tiered), in Fig. 1 are not shown in
order to avoid cumbersome images. Under equilibrium conditions, stresses arising in the
marked reinforcement are taken into account.
The only exception is the equation of equilibri71
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um of the moments of internal and external
forces acting in section I–I with respect to the x
axis perpendicular to this section and passing
through the point of application of the resultant

forces in the compressed zone (Tb,I=0) (the loading forces in the reinforcement in the middle
section I–I are taken equal to zero).

а)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3. Connection diagrams “stresses – strain” (a), “Transverse strain coefficient” (b)
for concrete: 1 - calculated; 2 - built on experimental data; 3 - the same taking into account the main
cracks between the pillars; 4 - the same with the measurement of deformations only within
the pillars; stresses in the vertical section and the spatial cross-section diagram k passing through
the end of the front of the spatial crack (c), components of the stresses at the elementary site
of the cross-section k applied to the block from the support side, and internal forces arising at the
cross-section location (d).
In the spatial section k for block 2, cut off by a
complex section passing along a spiral-shaped
spatial crack and along the broken section of the
compressed zone, all the reinforcement [12, 19]
falling into this section are taken into account
72

(Figure 2). Moreover, in the compressed upper
longitudinal reinforcement, cut off in sections I
– I and III – III, the impact effect is not taken
into account, and in the rest of the longitudinal
and transverse reinforcement, the components
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of the impact effects are taken into account they are determined using a special second-level
model [1, 2, 13, 15]
The need to use a complex broken section of the
compressed concrete zone is due to the fact that
its destruction occurs (according to the experimental studies) in a certain volume, located not
along the entire length between points A and B
(Fig. 1, 2), but only in a certain volume located
in the middle part . Moreover, the destruction
occurs in the middle part not along the AB line,
but at an angle close to 45 , located near the
upper edge of the reinforced concrete structure,
which predetermined the direction of the middle
part of the broken section, where the ultimate
stress-strain state is reached.

the compressed zone decreases with increasing
bending moment (Figure 2). Such a calculation
scheme most closely matches the actual resistance, the parameters of which are experimentally confirmed.
The lateral surfaces of the broken section in
compressed concrete coincide with the planes of
the axis (or “smeared” plane) of the working
longitudinal reinforcement. Thus, the angular
reinforcement intersects the planes I – I, III –
III, respectively, at the end sections of a complex broken section (Figure 5).
The distribution of torques in the compressed
and extended zones in the middle section I – I is
shown in Figure 4. When assessing the resistance of reinforced concrete structures of rectangular and complex cross sections (consisting
of a set of rectangles), the authors use the technique, which is based on the fact that the rectangular section can be divided into a series of
squares, which can be subsequently replaced by
the circles inscribed in them (Figure 4).
The equation for determining the tangential torsional stresses  sum,A at the corresponding point
of the cross section located at a distance from
the support is written in a cylindrical and Cartesian coordinate system in accordance with Figure 4:
 sum,A   t,j,A,cond   t,i,A,cond   loc   conc   conc,loc 

Figure 4. Approximation of a rectangular
section I-I (III-III) using squares and circles
inscribed in them and the distribution of torques
in a compressed and extended zone
in the middle section I – I (III-III).
In areas of the compressed zone located at the
edges of the broken section, the stress-strain
state varies from sections I – I and III – III to
the middle zone according to linear dependences, respectively. At the same time, the height of
Volume 15, Issue 4, 2019



M t ,i
Mt
 rj, A 
 ri , A   loc   conc   conc,loc 
It  
It ,i  



M t ,i
Mt
 y 2j , A  z 2j , A 
 yi2, A  zi2, A 
It  
It ,i  

 loc   conc   conc,loc   t ,u ,

(14)

Here  t,j,A,cond and  t,i,A,cond are the tangential
stresses at an arbitrary point A of the large circle
described around an arbitrary cross section after
“condensation” of the static-geometric characteristics of the section “dissolved” along this
circle and the tangential stresses at an arbitrary
point A of the small square-circle after “conden73
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sation”, respectively; r j , A , y j , A , z j , A – the distances from the center of the large circle described around the cross-section of the rod to an
arbitrary point A located in the small j-th circle,
in which the values of the tangential torsional
stresses  t and its coordinates are determined in
the common coordinate system YOZ, respectively; Mt – the torque acting in the cross section
of the rod; It – the polar moment of inertia of
the cross section of the rod approximated by
small squares - circles;  conc ,  conc,loc - shear
stresses due to the force, geometric and interenvironment concentration of deformations, as
well as components caused by local concentration; ri , A , yi , A , zi, A – the distances from the
center of the small i-th circle to an arbitrary
point A located in the small i-th circle, in which
the tangential torsional stresses  t are determined and its coordinates in the local coordinate
system YiOiZi, respectively; M t ,i – torque per ith small circle into which the cross section of
the rod is divided; I t ,i – the polar moment of
inertia of the i-th small circle into which the
cross section of the rod can be divided (consists
of its own polar moment of inertia and an additional, equal to r j2  Ai );  t ,u – limit values of
tangential torsional stresses.
The torsion moment of inertia in the general
case of a complex cross section is equal to the
sum of the moment of inertia of the squares into
which the section is divided, followed by approximation by circles inscribed in these
squares (in this case, one of the superimposed
parts of the intersecting sections when summing
is entered with a «minus» sign, and angular sections, in view of their insignificant effect on the
values of tangential stresses, are not taken into
account):

It  It ,1  It ,2 

 It , j 

 It , j ,

(15)

The torsion moments falling on the inscribed
circles are respectively determined:
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M
t ,1 M t 

At ,1
At

; M t
,2 M t 

At ,2
At

Mt 
...M t
,j

At , j
At

(16)

Here Аt ,i – the area of the small circle inscribed
in the corresponding square; Аt – area of rectangular cross section.
It is important to note that all geometric characteristics are considered relative to the geometric
center of a complex section.
In relation to the average section I–I, under conditions of complex resistance — torsion with
bending (Figure 5), it is advisable to take into
account the fact that a significant part of this
section is subject to tension. It is known [1, 2,
15] that in a stretched concrete there are a number of adjacent spatial cracks that affect the
stress-strain state of the middle section I–I. We
will take into account this effect of adjacent
cracks using the parameter  R ,T :
If the torque changes along the longitudinal axis
of the reinforced concrete structure, an additional dependence is introduced, which is a proportional relationship between the torques in section k and section I–I.
K T  K pr,T  M t , I
M t ,k
M t ,I 



a
,
ci  0,5b  sin  0

a  M t ,k

K T  K pr,T   ci  0,5b  sin  0 

.

(17)

Here KT – a numerical coefficient that takes
into account the static loading scheme from the
position of additional torques along the length
of the rod; K pr,T – coefficient of ratio (it is
known, is set) between Rsup and T . Here а –
the horizontal distance from the center of the
support to section I–I.
Knowing  sum, A from equation (14), you can
find the torque per j-th circle of the compressed
zone in section I–I according to the formula:
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Tc  M t ,c 

 sum, A  It , j
2

y z

2

.

(18)

Performing the summation of all M t , j for all jth m circles, located in the compressed zone of
section I–I, we will have the total torque perceived by the compressed concrete zone:
m

M t ,c   M t , j .

(19)

j 1

In turn, the torque perceived by the concrete of
the stretched zone will be equal to:
TR  M t , R 

 sum, A  R,T  It , j
2

y z

2

,

(20)

Here  R ,T – a parameter that takes into account
the presence of adjacent spatial cracks in the
stress-strain state due to torsion of the extended
zone of the middle section I–I.
On the other hand, returning to the construction
of general resolving equations (Figures 1, 2),
here we can use the equation of equilibrium of
the moments of internal and external forces acting in section I–I relative to the axis perpendicular to this section and passing through the point
of application of the resultant forces in the compressed zone (Tb,I=0):
M t , R  M t  M t ,c .

(21)

From this equation is determined parameter
 R,T , that takes into account the presence of
adjacent spatial cracks in the stress-strain state
due to torsion of the stretched zone of the middle section I–I:

 R,T

 M t  M t ,c 


y2  z2

 sum, A  It , j

.

(22)

Figure 5. Approximation by a broken section
of a compressed zone formed by a spiral-shaped
spatial crack, as well as sections I–I and III–III.
From the hypothesis of proportionality of longitudinal strains, we find:

 s,I 

σb, x,I  Es ( )  b  as  x 

  0  R s,I . (23)
Eb ( )
x

Here  0 – prestresses in prestressed reinforcement at the moment of decreasing the prestressing value in concrete to zero when the structure
is loaded by external forces, taking into account
the prestressing losses in prestressed reinforcement corresponding to the considered stage of
the construction. If condition (23) is not satisfied, then we set  s , I equal to Rs,I.
The second support block is separated from the
reinforced concrete element by a spatial section
formed by a spiral crack and a vertical section
passing through the compressed zone of concrete through the end of the front of the spatial
crack.
The equilibrium of this block is ensured by the
following conditions.
The sum of the moments of all internal and external forces acting in the vertical longitudinal
plane with respect to the y axis relative to the
point of application of the resultant forces in the
compressed zone is zero (∑Mb,k=0, block II).).
(0,5h  a s ,d  ver ,b h)   R s,d  s,i,d  As ,i ,d
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(0,5h  a s,up ver ,bh)   Rs,up  s,i,up  As,i,up +

6,up   Rs,up  s,i,up  As,i,up  6,k   Rs  s,i  As,i
6,d   Rs ,d  s ,i ,d  As ,i ,d 

1 
0,5xb 

7,up    b  a lev,S 
cos   0,5l2 hor,b  l2  

sin  
3 

 Rs,up  s,i,up  As,i,up 
7,k  hor,b  l2  s,s  h    Rs  s,i  As,i 

1 
0,5xb 

7,d    b  a lev,S 
cos   0,5l2  hor,b  l2  

sin  
3 

 Rs ,d  s ,i ,d  As ,i ,d 

through sw,i,lef ) of the linear force in the
clamps located on the side face, below point b k .
The lateral compressed reinforcement in this
equation is not taken into account in view of the
smallness of its shoulders relative to the point
b k (due to the smallness of the parameter xB );
From equation (24) is determined the unknown
σs,sid,k on the left edge.
The sum of the projections of all the forces acting in the spatial section on the x axis is zero
(∑X = 0, block II).

 Rs,up  s,i,up  As,i,up 

+(0,5h  a s,d ver ,b h)   Rsc,upsc,i,up Asc,i,up 

 s,sid,k   s,i,sid As,i, sid

 s,sid,k  zi,up  s,i,sid As,i,sid 

 Rsc,upsc,i,up Asc,i,up 

qsw,lef sw,i,lef  f2  c   zi,up,sw 

 R sc,rig  sc,rig  Asc,rig

(0,5h  a s,up ver ,b h)   Rsc,d sc,i,d Asc,i,d 
 s,sid,k  zi,d   s,i,sid As ,i ,sid 

  R s,d  s,i,d  As ,i ,d 
 Rsc,d sc,i,d Asc,i ,d 

q sw,lef sw,i,lef  f 2  c   zi,d,sw

 10  σb, x,I  1  b  xB  l22  h 2 , (25)

here am,b – horizontal distance from the support
to the center of gravity of the compressed concrete zone in section k; 5 , 6,up , 6,d , 6,k ,

here b , 10 are accepted at each iteration in
the form of constants.
An unknown xB is found from this equation.
The first case is for the axis of block II (∑Y=0),
and for the second case it will be the equation
(∑Y=0).

 K M  K pr ,M  Rsup  Rsup   am,b  hor,b  l2   0 (24)

7,up 7,d , – parameters that take into account
the components of the “indented” effect in the
reinforcement (at each step of the iteration, they
are taken into account as constants, not as functions, and are determined based on the secondlevel model); other geometric parameters given
in formula (24) are shown in Figures 1, 2; zi,up

qsw, ,up 

b  aup,s  xb   

qsw, 

sin  0

up



b  ad ,s  xb   
sin 0

8,up Rs up As,up 

– the distance from the side reinforcement,
which is located above point b k ; zi,d – the distance from the side reinforcement, which is located below point b k ; z i,up,sw – the distance

8,k,sid Rs ,sid  k ,sid As ,sid

from the center of gravity (found through
sw,i,lef ) of the linear force in the clamps locat-

An unknown qsw, ,up is found from the equa-

ed on the side face, above point b k ; zi,d,sw – the
distance from the center of gravity (found
76

8,d Rs  d As ,d  0

(26)

tion (26).
The sum of the moments of internal and external forces in the vertical transverse plane rela-
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tive to the x axis passing through the point of
application of the resultant forces in the compressed zone is equal to zero (∑Tb,k=0, block II):


 sum, A  It , j
2

y z

2

 sin  0 

 sum, A  R,T  It , j
2



y z

2

 sin  0 



7,up Rs up As,up  b  as,up  0,5  x 
7,d Rs  d As,d   b  as,d  0,5  x  





7,k Rs   As  b  as,lef  0,5  x 

8,up Rs up As  (0,5h  a s,up ver ,b h) 
8,k Rs    As ver ,b h 

8,d Rs d As  (0,5h  a s,up  ver ,b h) 





qsw, ,up 0,5h0  as,up ver ,b h 





qsw, 0,5h0  aup,s ver ,bh 

+qsw,lef  h  cos    b  a,lev,s  0,5xB  

KT  Kpr,T  Rsup  Rsup  0,5b  0,5xB   0 (27)
here K T – a numerical coefficient that takes
into account the static loading scheme from the
position of additional torques along the length
of the rod; K pr,T – coefficient, ratio (it is
known, is set) between Rsup and T .
Unknown qsw, is found from the equation (27).
The sum of the projections of all the forces acting in the spatial section on the y axis is zero
(∑Z=0, block II):

q sw,lef  h  cos   7,d R s  d As,d 
 10   b, x, I  1  

(28)

Here b , 10 are accepted at each iteration in
the form of constants. An unknown qsw,lef is
found from the equation (28).
Volume 15, Issue 4, 2019

F ( b, x, I , x,  Q,t ,  s , I ,  s,sid ,k , x B , q sw, ,up , q sw, ,
q sw,lef , c, 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 ) ,
using equations (1)–(23), and equating the partial derivatives with respect to all variables included in it to zero, we obtain an additional system of equations [13, 15]:




f

 1 1  2 2  ...  m m  0 
x1
x1
x1
x1

m

1
2
f
 1
 2
 ...  m
 0
x2
x2
x2
x2
 . (29)
.......................................................... 

m
1
2
f

 1
 2
 ...  m
 0
xn
xn
xn
xn

From the system (29) after the corresponding
algebraic transformations, for the two cases
considered above, it is possible to obtain the
equations for the unknown dangerous spatial
crack сinc  c  on the horizontal:
cinc  c  

sin α  c   a4  a9  cos α  c 
a8  a12  a9  sin 2 α  c 

, (30)

The coefficients

a4 , a8 , a9 , a12 ,
included in the equation include almost all the
calculation parameters

7,up Rs up As,up  7,k Rs   As 
b  xB  l22  h 2  Rsup  0.

Composing a function of many variables with
Lagrange multipliers i

 b, x,I , x,  Q,t ,  s ,I ,
 s,sid ,k , x B , q sw, ,up , q sw, , q sw,lef
of the proposed calculation model (Figure 2).
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3. CONCLUSIONS
1.

2.

The paper proposes a calculation model of
the complex resistance of reinforced concrete structures in buildings and structures
under the action of torsion with bending.
The structure of the model includes a support block (formed by a spatial crack and a
compressed concrete zone closed on it, the
spatial section k) and a second block
formed by a vertical section I–I extending
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
reinforced concrete element along the edge
of the compressed zone closing the spiral
spiral crack .
The case is taken into account when, of the
three external influences during torsion
with bending (Q, M, T), the greatest influence on the stress-strain state of structures
is exerted by the action of the torque T
(case 2). In the proposed model, when considering the normal section I – I (III – III)
and the spatial section k some parametres
are taken into account: the maximum support reaction Rsup, the height of the concrete
compressed zone in the normal section
xB ,1 , the coefficient for determining the
shear force  Q ,t , the longitudinal reinforcement stress in the normal section  s , I ,

3.

4.
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